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Qualus Corporation, a leading power consulting, engineering, and technical services firm announced 
today that it has acquired GridBright, a leading technology solutions firm that specializes in secure 
and sustainable grid integration. GridBright’s software, systems integration, and advisory services 
are highly complementary to Qualus’ planning, engineering, program and construction management, 
and specialized field services, positioning the combined organization to offer its clients 
comprehensive end-to-end solutions. This acquisition further solidifies Qualus’ position as a leading 
innovator at the forefront of the energy transition, with differentiated capabilities across grid 
modernization, resiliency, security, and sustainability. 

Headquartered near Silicon Valley, GridBright provides power utilities and renewable energy and 
storage developers with innovative solutions to improve resiliency, sustainability, and security. The 
firm’s technology solutions and related advisory services span all domains of utility operations and 
systems, integrate sustainability projects into the electric grid infrastructure, and enable a secure, 
compliant, and efficient exchange of sensitive grid data across the entire grid ecosystem. 

GridBright is an industry leader in the implementation of outage management, advanced distribution 
management, distributed energy resource management, and emergency management systems. The 
firm’s grid interconnection and integration services support renewable generation and transmission 
and allow developers to secure their grid interconnections to navigate the complex and region-
specific grid interconnection processes at the transmission and distribution levels. 

GridBright is entrusted by the U.S. Department of Energy to develop breakthrough software 
solutions for critical power industry issues such as emergency management, distributed and variable 
resource integration, and secure data exchange. This includes the BetterGrids.org grid data 
repository, developed by GridBright, which supports grid modernization research in 45 countries. 
GridBright also created BetterGrids Foundation, Inc, an independent, non-profit organization, to 
support the repository and its ongoing evolution. 

“The addition of GridBright is transformational and significantly expands our differentiated offerings, 
allowing us to more meaningfully contribute to the sustainability of the nation’s critical power 
infrastructure and the broader energy transition,” said Dr. Hisham Mahmoud, Chairman and Chief 
Executive Officer of Qualus. “We are honored to join forces with Dr. Ali Vojdani and the GridBright 
team. From our first meeting, it was clear that we share common values, cultures, a focus on quality 
and innovation, a passion to solve the complex challenges facing the power industry, and a 
commitment to continue to build a best-in-class environment for our people.” 
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